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Magnets
  A magnet is made from iron or steel.  It has a hidden force

  that can pull (attract) or push (repel) on other magnets.

  This force is strongest at its ends.

You need:

1. Hold the magnets in the 4 ways shown.
Write attract or repel in each sentence.

The magnets in drawing A  each other.

The magnets in drawing B  each other.

The magnets in drawing C  each other.

The magnets in drawing D  each other.

2. Draw a picture of a bar magnet and colour it.

3. Write what these words mean.

attract

repel

Forces and motion
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Magnetic or not?
   A magnet has a hidden force that can pull magnetic materials

   towards it.  This force is called magnetism.  Magnetism is

   strongest at the ends of a magnet.  The ends are called the poles.

1. Put the magnetic materials into Box A.
Put the non-magnetic materials into Box B.

2. Write each group of words in the correct order.

a)  (magnetic materials) (A magnet can pull) (towards it.)

b)  (of a magnet.) (Magnetism is strongest) (at the ends)

c)  (The ends of a magnet) (the poles.) (are called)

3. Write what these words mean.

magnet

pole

Forces and motion

pencil chain paper

scissors eraser nail

A B
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The pull of the Earth

 If you throw a ball in the air, the pull of the Earth will make

 it come down.  When we say dododododown wn wn wn wn we mean towards the

 centre of the Earth.  We call this pull, gggggrrrrravityavityavityavityavity.

1. Name the pulling force which makes objects fall to the ground.

2. Look at the movements listed below.
Tick those that happen because of gravity.

3. Draw 2 pictures showing gravity pulling on an object.

4. Write what this word means.

gravity

Forces and motion

rain falling

flowers growing

smoke rising

a ship sailing

a leaf dropping from a tree

water flowing in a river
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Friction

    A force called friction tries to stop two things moving

    easily over each other.  A rough surface has more

    friction than a smooth one.  This means it has more grip.

1. Name the force that slows things down when they rub together.

2. Write down the names of the 3 surfaces
listed below that will have the most friction.

3. All the words in the box in question 2
have been put in this wordsearch.
Find them and colour in
their letters.

4. Write what these words mean.

friction

grip

Forces and motion

r y p m u b

o b t e w d

u c f a e r

g s h i n y

h t o o m s

wetsmooth dry bumpyshiny rough

4
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Equal and unequal forces

  Things stay still when a force pushes one way and an equal

  force pushes the other way.  When you push or pull something

  you can always feel another force working against you.

1. Draw a picture of a pushing force and a picture of a pulling force.
Write a sentence under each to say what it shows.

2. Write what this word means.

force

Forces and motion
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Measuring forces

   An object has weight because of what it is made of and because

   of gravity pulling it downwards.  Forces such as pushing, pulling

   and weight are measured in newton (N) using a forcemeter.

You need:

1. Use the spring balance to find the weight of 3 classroom objects.
Fill in the chart with your results.

2. Write the force in newtons (N) that is shown on each scale pan.

3. Write what these words mean.

weight   

newton   

forcemeter  

Forces and motion

a spring balance marked in newtons (N)
3 objects to weigh

object

weight N N N
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Light sources

  The Sun, a flash of lightning, a fire and a glowing electric

  bulb all give off light.  The light from them travels straight

  to your eyes.  Most things that give off light are very hot.

1. Put these things in the correct place on the chart.

2. Name other things that are a source of light.

3. Write what this word means.

straight

Light and sound

gas fire

metal bookshelf

electric light

playground slide

woollen carpet

plastic toothbrush

bonfire

burning candle

can act as a
source of light

cannot act as a
source of light
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Shadows
 Light travels in straight lines from its source.  When light is blocked

 by an object, a shadow is formed where the light cannot reach.

You need:

1. Put each object in the middle of the sheet of paper.
Hold the torch about 15 cm away from it.
Now make its shadow move.
Do this with all 4 objects

2. Finish each sentence below choosing an ending from the oval.

3. Draw an object, its shadow and
a torch all in the correct place.

4. Write what this word means.

shadow

Light and sound

a torch
a sheet of white paper
4 objects

When I changed the position of the torch 

The shadow was long when I 

The shadow was short when I 

held the torch high up.

held the torch low down.

the shadow moved.
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Reflection of light

When light rays hit an object, the light is reflected from the

object into our eyes.  Lighter surfaces reflect more light than

darker ones.  Mirrors and shiny metal surfaces reflect nearly

all the light that hits them.

You will need:

1. Arrange the items in the 3 ways shown.

2. Choose the missing word or words to write in each space.
The  reflected the most light.

The   reflected the least light.

The   reflected less light

than the mirror but more light than the black card.

3. Write what these words mean.

shiny

reflect

9

Light and sound

a torch
a small flat mirror
2 white cards and 1 black card each
measuring about 10 cm by 15 cm

white
card

mirror

black
card
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hite card
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hite card
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hite card
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Seeing

    Eyes are like a camera.  Reflected light from an object enters at

    the front.  It passes through a lens where it is focused.  It then

    reaches the back of the eye which sends messages to our brain.

1. Look at the face of a friend.
Draw and colour your friend's
eyes in the box.

2. Draw this side view of the
human eye on a separate
piece of paper.
Colour the lens blue and
the rest red.

3. Write each group of words in the correct order.

a)  (a camera.) (are like) (Eyes)

b)  (Light from an object) (at the front.) (enters our eyes)

c)  (through a lens) (where it is focused.) (Light passes)

4. Write what these words mean.

lens

pupil  

Light and sound

lens

pupil

BACK
OF EYEFRONT

OF EYE
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Light and sound

How sounds are made
   A sound is made when something vibrates.

    If an object vibrates quickly, a high note is heard.

    Slow vibrations produce a low note.

1. Tick the instruments that make a high note.
Cross the instruments that make a low note.

Some sounds are natural.  Some are man-made.

2. Write 4 sounds in each column on the chart.

3. Write what these words mean.

sound

vibrate

banjo

natural sounds man-made sounds

flute alpenhorn

kettle drumbell triangle
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Light and sound

How sound travels

   Sound travels from its source as vibrations called sound waves.

   Sound waves travel through solids better than liquids and

   through liquids better than gases.

1. In the box, write out which of these 3 sentences is true.

a)  Sound will only travel through air.

b)  Sound travels as vibrations.

c)  Sound waves travel equally well through all materials.

2. Will sound travel best through
a solid, a liquid or a gas?

    When sound waves are bounced back

    from a surface we hear them as an echo.

3. Finish this sentence.

We hear an echo when 

4. Write what these words mean.

source

echo

TRUE!
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Electricity

Electrical facts - 1

  Electricity is a useful form of energy.  When stored in a cell or

  battery it will power such things as radios and torches.  One end

  of the cell is called the positive and the other is called the negative.

1. Put these electrical words in alphabetical order.

2. Which word goes where?

3. True or false?

Electricity cannot be seen or heard. 

4. Draw and colour a
picture of something
that is powered by
an electrical cell.

5. Write what these words mean.

battery

power

energy negative positive

negative

positive

cell battery

electrical cell
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Electricity

Electrical facts - 2

 Electricity is a form of energy.  It is generated at power stations

 from where it flows through metal wires to places where it is

 used.  Without electricity the world would be a very different place.

1. Tick the things which are powered by electricity.

2. Name 4 other things which use electricity.

3. Finish each sentence below by choosing an ending from the oval.

4. Write what these words mean.

energy

generate

Electricity is a form 

Electricity is generated 

The world would be a different 

at power stations.
place without electricity.

of energy.
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Electricity

An electrical circuit
    For an electrical device to work, a complete electrical circuit

    is needed.  If there are any gaps in the circuit the electricity

    will not be able to flow and the device will not work.

These objects are represented by symbols on the circuits below.

1. Redraw each of these circuits so that the bulb will light.

2. Write what these words mean.

electricity 

cell

object symbol object object symbol object symbol

bulb cell switch wire

A B

C D

symbol
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The Earth and beyond

Sun, Earth and Moon
The Sun, the Earth and the Moon are shaped like a sphere.

The Sun is larger than the Earth.

The Earth is larger than the Moon.

1. Name these spheres Moon, Earth or Sun.

    Every day the Sun seems to move across the sky.

    This is because the earth rotates once every 24 hours.

2. Draw a Sun at the correct height below each time heading.

3. Write what these words mean.

sphere

rotate

early morning morning playtime midday early eveningmid-afternoon
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Day and night

It takes the Earth 24 hours to rotate once.

It is day on the part of the Earth that faces the Sun.

It is night on the part that is in shadow.

1. Label this drawing.

2. Answer these questions in complete sentences.

   How long does it take for the earth to spin round once?

   Does the side of the Earth facing the sun have day or night?

   Does the side of the Earth facing away from the sun have

   day or night?

3. Write what these words mean.

Earth

Sun

17

Sun

Earth

day

night

light rays

The Earth and beyond
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Going round and round

The Earth is a planet which orbits the Sun once each year.

There are 8 other planets which also orbit the Sun.

The Moon orbits the Earth once every 28 days.

1. Write Sun, Earth and Moon in the correct boxes.
Colour the Sun yellow, the Earth green and the Moon blue.

2. Find the names of the other 8 planets that orbit the Sun.

3. Write what these words mean.

orbit

Moon

18

The Earth and beyond
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Section 1

P6

P1

1 mark

P2

1 mark

P3

3 marks

P4

3 marks

P5

2 marks

P6

2 marks

Total

P5

P4

P3

P2

P1

Check-up Test 1

What will these magnets do?  Tick the correct word.

Write in the missing word.

The ends of a magnet are called the .

Underline the things that are caused mainly by
gravity.

Circle the 3 surfaces with the least friction.

Name the forces hidden in these mixed-up letters.

Cross out the words which are wrong.

Force is measured in (newts, newtons)
using a (forcemeter, gram).

attract

repel

water going down a plughole
leaves blowing in the wind
a pile of bricks falling

a fire burning
a tap dripping
a bird singing

shiny rough smooth dry wet

upll usph 

N NS S
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Section 2

P7

3 marks

P8

1 mark

P9

2 marks

P10

2 marks

P11

2 marks

P12

2 marks

Total

P7

P8

P9

P10

P11

P12

Check-up Test 2

Circle the things that give off light.

What is the arrow pointing at?

Tick the 2 objects which reflect the most light.

Shade in the names that are parts of the eye.

Name one of each kind of sound.

Cross out the word in each group which is spelt
wrong.

(echo, ekow) (vibrashion, vibration)

red mug

natural man-made 

mirror

black sock shiny metal

blue vase

face lens nose camera pupil
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Sections 3 & 4

P13

2 marks

P14

2 marks

P15

2 marks

P16

2 marks

P17

2 marks

P18

2 marks

Total

P13

P14

P15

P16

P17

P18

Check-up Test 3

Write 2 words that will fit in the gaps

Electricity is used for  and .

Tick the things that are powered by electricity.

Circle the places where there is a gap in the circuit.

Name 2 sphere-shaped objects floating in Space.

True or False?

The Earth spins once every 24 hours.
The side of the Earth facing the Sun
is in darkness.

Draw the Sun and the Earth in the correct places on
this diagram.  Label them.

Moon



Glossary
attract
battery
cell
Earth
echo
electricity
energy
force
forcemeter
friction
generate
gravity
grip
lens
magnet
Moon
newton
orbit
pole
power
pupil
reflect
repel
rotate
shadow
shiny
sound
source
sphere
straight
Sun
vibrate
weight
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to pull towards, to draw near.

used to power small electrical devices

device for making electricity - often called a battery.

planet on which we live.

sound that is heard again when it bounces back off something.

form of energy.

power to make something happen.

form of energy that can make an object move or stop.

device that measures force by the stretching of a spring.

force that slows things down when they rub together.

to make something.

force that pulls things towards the centre of the Earth.

to hold firmly.

the part of the eye where light is focused.

piece of iron or steel that can attract other iron or steel objects.

small planet-like object that orbits the Earth.

a unit of force.

the path followed by any object in space around another object.

one of the ends of a magnet.

energy produced to operate a device.

an opening in the centre of the eye.

to throw back light from a surface.

to push away from.

to move in a circle round axis or centre.

dark area where light cannot get because it is blocked by an object.

bright or glossy in appearance.

anything that you can hear.

starting point, point of origin.

any round object shaped like a ball.

not bent or crooked.

nearest star, around which the Earth orbits.

to move very quickly backwards and forwards.

how heavy something is.
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Unit 3 - PHYSICAL PROCESSES
Book B - Pupil's Record Sheet & Learning Outcomes

If the child has successfully completed the worksheet and afterIf the child has successfully completed the worksheet and afterIf the child has successfully completed the worksheet and afterIf the child has successfully completed the worksheet and afterIf the child has successfully completed the worksheet and after

discussion shown some understanding of its contents then he ordiscussion shown some understanding of its contents then he ordiscussion shown some understanding of its contents then he ordiscussion shown some understanding of its contents then he ordiscussion shown some understanding of its contents then he or
she should:she should:she should:she should:she should:

Learning OutcomesPage Comment/MarkSection

Name: 

know about the forces of attraction and repulsion between magnets.

know about the forces of attraction between magnets and magnetic
materials.

realise that objects are pulled downwards because of the
gravitational attraction between them and the Earth.

have some knowledge about friction as a force that slows down
moving objects.

be aware that when objects are pushed or pulled, an opposing pull
or push can be felt.

know something about the relationship between weight, mass and
gravity.
know how to measure forces.

know that light travels from a source.

realise that light cannot pass through some materials and how
this leads to the formation of shadows.

be aware that lighter colours reflect more light than darker ones.
know that mirrors and shiny metals reflect nearly all the light
that hits them.

know that we see things only when light from them enters our eyes.
have some basic knowledge about the main parts of the human eye.

realise that sounds are made when objects vibrate.
know that some sounds are natural but others are man-made.

know that sound vibrations require a medium through which to
travel to the ear.
have grasped the basic idea of how echoes are formed.

know that electricity is a very useful source of energy both in
the home and in the wider environment.
be aware that electricity can be produced in an electrical cell.

know that electricity is generated in power stations and travels
through metal wires to the places where it is used.
realise that some appliances use electricity as a source of power.

know how to construct a simple electrical circuit that will light a bulb.
know how to interpret the conventional symbols used in circuit
diagrams.

know that the Sun, Earth and Moon are approximately spherical.
have some awareness of the differences in size between the Sun,
Earth and Moon.
know why the position of the Sun appears to change during the day.

be aware of how day and night are related to the spin of the Earth
on its own axis.

realise that the Earth is a planet that orbits the Sun once each year
and that the Moon takes approximately 28 days to orbit the Earth.
know that there are eight other planets also orbiting the Sun.

Check-up Test 1 (Section 1)

Check-up Test 2 (Section 2)

Check-up Test 3 (Sections 3 and 4)

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

1

2

3/4
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SectionPage Practical, Investigative and Discussion activities

For Q1 each child will need 2 bar magnets, a length of string and some wire.  Before starting the sheet encourage the
children to use any available flat surface to discover beforehand some of the pushing and pulling properties of
magnets.  Use bar and horseshoe magnets, a piece of thin card and some iron filings to demonstrate how the lines of
force of a magnet join opposite poles together.

Gather together a varied selection of magnetic and non-magnetic materials for the children to test before allowing
them to start the activity sheet.  Hopefully, this will bring home to them the fact that it is only some metals that are
attracted by a magnet and that the other materials are not affected by a magnet in any way.

Question the children on why it is that objects always fall towards the ground.  Explain to them that the Earth has a
pull of its own similar to that of a magnet and this pull is called gravity.  Gravity means that everything both in and on
the Earth is being attracted towards its centre.  Promote discussion by using a globe and asking the children why
people living in Australia don’t fall into Space!

Discuss with the children the meaning of the word ‘friction’.  Talk about how we experience it in everyday situations.
Make it clear to the children that whenever anything is moving and touching something else, then the force of friction
is acting upon it to slow it down.  Include in your examples references to the frictional resistance of both air and water.

The concepts associated with forces are difficult for children working at this level to understand.  However, through
oral explanations and practical activities try to get over to the children the idea that if an object is stationary all forces
acting upon it are equal but if it is moving there is a reason why this is so and that reason is because unequal forces
are acting upon it.

Explain to the children that an object has weight because of what it is made of and because of gravity pulling it
towards the centre of the Earth.  In Q1 have the children working in pairs with a spring balance marked in newtons to
find the weight of 3 objects.  As a follow up activity they could also use the spring balance to find the force required to
open doors, drag chairs across the room, and so on.

Talk to the children about light sources - both natural and man-made.  Look around the classroom and identify the
light sources to be found there.  If possible, look in the immediate vicinity of the school and in neighbouring streets
and identify such things as street lights, house lights, illuminated shop signs, car headlights, etc.  Let the children do
charts and drawings related to their findings.

For Q1 each child will need a torch, a sheet of white paper and 4 small objects.  If you prefer the children to work in
pairs let them do so.  Before the children start the activity sheet make sure that they fully understand that an object
that does not let light pass through will cast a shadow and that a shadow is the place where light from the light source
is blocked by the object.

For Q1 each child will need a torch, a small flat mirror and 3 pieces of card (2 white and 1 black) each measuring
about 10 x 15 cm.  Remind the children that unless you are looking at a source of light (eg burning flame, glowing
electric light bulb) then all other things you see are caused by light being reflected.  Reinforce the fact that lighter
surfaces reflect more light than darker ones.

If you have one of the model eyes available from some educational suppliers then use it to help the children learn
about basic eye structure.  Do not go into great detail.  An awareness that light enters the eye through the pupil at the
front, travels through the lens where it is focused and finally reaches the back of the eye, from where messages are
sent to the brain, is all that is required.

Talk to the class about the huge variety of sounds we hear.  Voices, musical instruments and sounds in the
environment - both natural and man-made - can all be included.  Encourage feedback from the children.  Emphasize
that all sounds are caused by vibrations.  Quick vibrations give a high note while slow vibrations produce a low note.
Go outdoors and list the different sounds that can be heard.

Tell the children that sound needs something to travel through before it can be heard.  Normally air is the medium
used but sound will also travel through such things as metal, wood, glass and even water.  Let the children
experiment in pairs to see which materials transmit sound the best.  Try and make sure they include examples of
solids, liquids and gases in the materials they test.

Point out to the children the dangers associated with electricity.  Remind them about some of the safety measures
needed when dealing with this form of energy.  Ask the children to name some of the many uses of mains electricity -
in the classroom, in the home, in the  wider environment.  Discuss in simple terms the words ‘positive’ and ‘negative’
in relation to electricity - and batteries in particular.

Supply additional background information to the class about the different kinds of fuels used to run power stations, eg
coal, oil, hydro and nuclear.  Encourage discussion about the different kinds of appliances that rely on electricity to
make them work.  Make a list and do drawings of the things that run off mains electricity. Clarify the meaning of
‘mains electricity’.

Demonstrate to the children how to construct a simple circuit that will light a bulb or make a buzzer sound and if
possible allow them to do so for themselves.  Put great emphasis on the fact that electricity will not flow and the
device will not work unless the circuit is complete.  Do some basic work on circuit symbols before allowing the children
to start work on the activity sheet.

Use a football, a golf ball and a dried pea to try and give the children a clearer idea of the size differences between the
Sun, the Moon and the Earth.  On a sunny day, preferably in summer, take the children outside every couple of hours
and monitor the apparent movement of the Sun across the sky.  Work on shadows (p8) could also be incorporated into
this activity.

Carry out the following demonstration experiment with the class in a darkened room.  Shine a torch, representing the
Sun, on to a globe on the side where the British Isles are.  Turn the globe slowly round to imitate the rotation of the
Earth and let the children watch how the British Isles changes from ‘daytime’ into ‘night-time’.

Demonstrate with the aid of a football (Sun), golf ball (Earth) and a dried pea (Moon) how the Earth orbits the Sun
and the Moon orbits the Earth.  Remind the children that a) it takes the Earth approximately one year to orbit the Sun
and b) it takes the Moon about 28 days to orbit the Earth.  Mention of the other eight planets that orbit the Sun can be
made at this stage if you consider it appropriate.
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About the series
General Information
The activity sheets contained in the photocopiable Support for Basic Science series cover all the main topic areas in the KS2
Science 2000 curriculum. In addition, many of the sheets can also be effectively used with special needs children working at KS1
and KS3.  The content of each book is presented in such a way that it will allow teachers, classroom assistants and parents to help
less able children to have access to the main topic areas of the Science National Curriculum.
The series consists of three units: Life processes and living things

Materials and their properties
Physical processes.

Each unit has three books (A, B, C) which are split into sections and are incremental in difficulty ranging between National
Curriculum Science levels 1 and 3. All books in the same unit are structurally linked in that the same numbered page in each book
addresses similar scientific content. Thus, for example, you will find that the activity sheet on Page 8 in Books A-C is always about
‘Shadows’ and the activity sheet on Page 15 is always related to ‘An electrical circuit’.  Therefore, differentiation between children
of varying abilities is made easy by using different sheets from the same page number from more than one book to provide the same
or similar material at different NC levels.
The structure, the title and the National Curriculum level of each book is summarised on the chart below.

The purpose of each of the main activity sheets is to provide follow-up and reinforcement work for topics already taught in the
classroom. However, where teaching is available on a 1 to 1 or small group basis, matters arising on a sheet can be talked through
as the pupil/pupils work through the questions. In addition to the main activity sheets, there are also three Check-up Tests.

Check-up Tests
These tests are set out in a similar way to the ‘real’ National Tests in Science (SATs) and will hopefully provide children with
experience in and familiarity with this kind of test material. They should also provide you with a clear idea of how well individual
children are progressing with each unit of their science work. The content of each test is closely linked to the content of the activity
sheets. The questions in the tests are numbered to key in with the sections of work and the page numbers of the sheets to which
they relate. Once a pupil has completed all of the activity sheets in a section or sections of work, he or she should then be in a
position to take the appropriate test. Each test has six questions and a maximum of 12 marks.

Glossary
The words on the activity sheets that pupils need to define, can be found in the glossary on p 22.

Pupil’s Record Sheet/Learning Outcomes
A record of an individual child’s results both for the test and activity sheets can be made by photocopying the Pupil's Record
Sheet on page 23. The Record Sheet also provides National Curriculum guidance on the desired learning outcomes for the child
after completing an activity sheet. These learning outcomes may be useful when planning your programme of work in science.

Teacher’s Notes
Brief teacher’s notes can be found inside the back cover.  These accompany the activity sheets and contain some suggestions for
practical, investigative and discussion activities

Unit 1
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Unit 2
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Book
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